Advertising exchanges are the engines of the online ad auction system. Every major advertising
exchange in the market uses the IAB OpenRTB system. See the table below. As AdExchanger writes,
“The eight-year-old OpenRTB standard governs how demand-side platforms (DSPs) and supply-side
platforms (SSPs) communicate with each other to buy and sell programmatic ads.”1 These exchanges
broadcast hundreds of billions of bid requests per day.
Daily bid request estimates

RTB system

Index Exchange

50 billion.2

IAB OpenRTB (version unknown)3

OpenX

60+ billion.4

IAB OpenRTB 2.55

Rubicon Project

Unknown billions, daily. Claims to reach
1 billion people’s devices.6

IAB OpenRTB (version unknown)7

Oath/AOL

90 billion.8

IAB OpenRTB 2.39

AppNexus

131 billion.10

IAB OpenRTB 2.411

Smaato

214 billion.12

IAB OpenRTB 2.2, 2.3, 2.413

Google DoubleClick

Unknown billions. DoubleClick is the
dominant exchange.

IAB OpenRTB 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and
Authorized Buyers Proto14

It seems likely that the New Economics Foundation’s estimate that bid requests broadcast data
about the average UK internet user 164 times a day15 was a conservative estimate.
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